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from Latin - meaning; eclipse

introducing eclipsis
Eclipsis is a stunning and innovative lighting feature that is as versatile as it is
attractive. Eclipsis comes in a variety of shapes, sizes, depths and with a
range of different finishes making it something that is suited to almost any
environment.

Eclipsis can help create a unique and eye-catching look for a variety of
different working environments. First impressions count - and Eclipsis can
ensure that your lighting sets the right tone and leaves a great first
impression on your customers and clients every time.
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Eclipsis is our standard ring. It can be seen in the centre

Eclipsis Slimline is our thinner ring. It can be seen on the

of the picture. It is 100mm in depth and comes in three

far left and far right of the picture. It is 50mm in depth

standard sizes.

and comes in three standard sizes.
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standard sizes
Eclipsis comes in three standard sizes - 400mm, 600mm and 925mm. Each size come in two depths 50mm and 100mm.

100mm

50mm

bespoke sizes
As well as producing these lighting installations in three standard sizes we can also make them to order
to suit your needs.

400mm
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600mm

925mm

Bespoke
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Our squared Eclipsis is a new and totally unique twist on our classic
Eclipsis ring. The corners are all rounded to give a smooth and
streamlined look. These units look particularly stunning when
arranged in groups of different sizes to create wall features.

These come in the same standard sizes and depths as the circular
Eclipsis, but as always they can be made to bespoke sizes.
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Eclipsis Curves are a unique curved light fitting that can be positioned in a variety of different ways to create
unique lighting features. They look spectacular in large open lobbies as well as over boardroom tables. They
are not limited to pairs either - three or more can be arranged to create the appearance of large broken
circles, or positioned on walls to create eye catching features. Eclipsis curves come in one standard size, but
can be made to any size you wish.

100mm

1800mm
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Our classic Eclipsis ring is illuminated to the
inner, upper and lower edges with the outer
edge covered with your choice of metal, fabric
or whatever your imagination can come up with.

Our new Eclipsis Reverse illuminates the
opposite way - to the outer, upper and lower
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edges with the inner edge being covered.

This new take on our classic ring gives a
completely different lighting dynamic which
creates a halo effect.

This new style of lighting ring has a variety of
different applications and looks great as both a
pendant light and fitted as a wall feature.
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case study 1
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This installation can be seen at the Sheffield Institute of

case study 2

These rounded triangles can be found at Gilead

Arts building which is part of Sheffield Hallam University

Sciences in Cambridge. These light fittings were custom

and is situated in the old Post Office building in the

made for the project and are a ‘one of a kind’ design

centre of Sheffield. It consists of four Reverse fittings

with both the shape and the LED temperature unique to

hung down the centre of spiral staircase.

this particular installation.
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Eclipsis Neon is the latest addition to our range of Eclipsis products. As
always, these fittings are handmade to order to your specification. Made
from 50mm tubes and illuminated in a variety of colours, they give a
stunning neon-style look but on a much larger and more eye catching scale.
Finished with customisable stainless steel corner joints, these light fittings
can be presented alone or in clusters to produce a stunning feature.
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size
Eclipsis Neon is made up of 200mm x
200mm corner pieces with 50mm
tubes making up the straight sections.
These are cut to order to produce a
fitting to suit your environment.

shape
Eclipsis Neon is fully customisable and
can be produced in squares, rectangles
or any combination of the corner
pieces and tubes that you can imagine
- making for a truly unique feature.

finish
Eclipsis Neon has stainless steel corner
pieces that can be coated with a range
of different colours and finishes meaning that it can be made to match
other features within the environment.
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Stalaclights are customisable lights that can be used in a variety of different configurations to create a
stunning feature. These lights, often grouped in clusters, are fitted flush to a ceiling giving the illusion
that they are protruding from ceiling itself. They can be made in different lengths and illuminated at
different temperatures or fitted with different colour LEDs.
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LED Colour Range

colours
Eclipsis utilises the latest state-of-the-art LED technology to produce a
stunning bright white light which can be used to create a variety of effects.
Eclipsis can also be fitted with a variable colour LED allowing the owner to
set the colour using the LED module.

The colour LEDs in Eclipsis can produce a wide range of eye catching colours
that can be used to set the ambience in a workplace, retail area, restaurant or
bar. The vibrant range of colours spans the whole spectrum allowing you to
pick the perfect tone and hue.
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covers
The standard model of Eclipsis comes in a brushed aluminium finish. This
gives the product a clean and modern look. However you can transform and
personalise Eclipsis to meet your preferences using a range of different
covers that transform the outer or inner edge of the ring.

In this booklet you will see a range of different styles - from leather to
feathers and from wood to animal print. But the opportunities are limitless.
Whatever style or design you can think of can be applied giving a totally
bespoke finish to your lighting.
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bespoke eclipsis
Eclipsis comes in a number of standard shapes, sizes, depths and finishes which have all proved popular.
However Eclipsis doesn’t just end with our standard range.

Every single one of our Eclipsis rings, squares or curves is hand made to order and hand finished with the
client’s specified materials. So if you don’t see exactly what you require to suit your particular
surroundings, please give us a call.

We can work with your company to come up with the perfect lighting solution for any situation. The
Eclipsis light fittings are highly versatile and can be built to virtually any size, shape or depth and with a
wide variety of colours, exterior finishes and different LEDs.

The rectangular fitting to the right is a good example of something different, with a deep red inner edge
and the elongated shape, it makes a perfect fit as a bespoke desk or counter illumination.
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technical specifications
LEDs

White colour temperature: 6000K White or 3200K Warm White
Power Consumption: 72w per 5000mm
Operating Voltage: DC12v
Operating Temperature: -40°C to 50°C
LED Density: 60 per metre
IP Rating: IP65/IP68
Beam Angle: 120 degrees
Lifespan: > 50,000 hours

power supply

60w 24v Constant Voltage Single Output LED Driver
Constant voltage design
Universal AC input / Full range
Withstand 300VAC surge input for 5 seconds
Protections: Short circuit / Overload / Over voltage
Cooling by free air convection
Fully encapsulated with IP67 level
Fully Isolated Plastic Case
Class II power Unit, No FG
Pass LPS
100% full load burn-in test
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T: 0113 235 1139
E: hello@sourcebydesign.co.uk
W: sourcebydesign.co.uk

